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Look stylish and stay productive in the meeting 
room, on your next adventure, and everywhere  
in between. Crafted from premium materials,  
the X1 Carbon/Yoga Leather Sleeve combines a 
timeless form factor with functionality that modern 
professionals need. Thin enough for your bag,  
and elegant enough for the boardroom.

WHY YOU NEED THIS SLEEVE

Harmony of storage and size
Thin enough to fit inside another 
bag, the sleeve provides ample  
room for your laptop and extra  
easy-access storage for all your 
meeting essentials.

Built-in pen or stylus holder
Never lose a wandering thought. A 
dedicated slot keeps your pen or stylus 
always within reach so you can readily 
take notes or draw on-the-go.

Sleek looks, durable protection
Craftsmanship quality, classic black 
leather exterior, and soft-touch gray 
interior provide unparalleled elegance 
while protecting your notebook 
against scratches, dents, and bumps.
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Device Compatibility

Exterior Dimensions

Weight

Color

Materials

Warranty

Part Number

Sized to fit the ThinkPad X1 Carbon (Gen 6 
and 7) and ThinkPad X1 Yoga (Gen 4), may 
also fit other laptops 14" and under

37.0cm x 25.0cm x 0.18cm  
(14.57in x 9.84in x 0.07in)(HxWxD)

0.43kg (0.95lb)

Exterior   Black
Interior    Gray

Exterior   Genuine Leather
Interior    Microfiber Lining

Limited Lifetime

4X40U97972

SPECIFICATIONS
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